
PUSH IN SPRING OUT

PEGASUS
Hybrid Home Monitor

HOME AUDIO
Home Audio Entertainment Centre

Pegasus Hybrid Home Monitor is a studio monitor system that provides both studio quality audio and home audio 
through one system. Pegasus is named as such for its hybrid nature. It offers aspiring music producers a monitor 
that gives true and clear audio perfect for mastering and editing tracks. Pegasus is compatible with Bluetooth 
enabled devices. The action of exposing the speakers enables users to switch from a speaker which will fill the room 
with full bodied and vivid audio to a speaker with the clarity and precision they need for editing their audio 
productions.

HOME AUDIO
When speakers are locked into the body of the system only the home audio settings are active giving users a high 
quality home speaker system
The system will work with almost any audio device in this state, users can sync Bluetooth enabled devices to the 
system or use its audio jack for use with other devices
The system has a Lithium-ion rechargeable battery for flexible use around the home and can be charged via its 
charger port located at the back of the system

Push in the side of the case to unlock the speakers and activate the 
studio monitor settings

The speakers are spring loaded and will partially push out

PULL OUT

Pull out the speaker fully to expose naked audio for clarity 
when producing

HOME STUDIO
When speakers are unlocked and pulled out of the body of the system only the studio audio settings are 
activated giving users clear and precise audio quality to expose the naked audio required for editing tracks
Users can sync Bluetooth enabled devices to the system or alternatively use its audio jack to connect to 
devices

HOME STUDIO
Professional Audio for Home Production

JACK turtono


